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Where do Reindeer Live?

Reindeer 
Live?

Where
Do

Cut out map and color areas that reindeer live



ruminant buck doe

fawn bellow herd

Reindeer
Definitions

Reindeer
Vocabulary



cud predator lichen

migration herbivore cratering

animal with a four 
compartment 

stomach
male reindeer female reindeer



baby reindeer
sound a reindeer 

makes
group of reindeer

portion of food that 
is regurgitated and 
chewed a second 

time

an animal that preys 
on other animals

bushy plant that 
grows on tree 

trunks, rock, or bare 
ground

movement of 
groups of animals 
from one area to 

another

animal that eats 
plants only

digging down into 
snow and ice to get 

food



 

Reindeer
Diet

Antlers

Adult male reindeer 
lose their antlers in:
____________

Young male reindeer
lose their antlers in:
____________

Female reindeer 
lose their antlers in:
____________



Eagle

B
ear

Reindeer
Predators

W
olf



Fur

 
o, esophagus; r, rumen or paunch; re., reticulum, or honeycomb; p, psalterium or 

manyplies; a, abomasum or rennet; i, intestine.

Ruminant Stomach



Antlers



Summer Hooves:

Winter Hooves:

Hooves



Parts of a Reindeer

Parts of a Reindeer
antlers hooves muzzle rump tail mane



Reindeer Hoof Print

Pictures of Predators

Gray Wolf
  

Polar Bear

 
Golden Eagle



Reindeer Pictures

  

  

Reindeer
Migration



Reindeer
Family 



What would you name your reindeer?


